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ADDRESS-IN-REPLY 
Amendment to Motion 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 
MR A. KRSTICEVIC (Carine) [2.50 pm]: I want to finish my comments from just before the lunch break. 
During question time, we heard the arrogance of the Labor Party. I think the fact that the Premier was avoiding 
the true essence of the questions is quite amazing. It is an example of him spreading more fool’s gold in this 
chamber. I have to apologise to the member for Cannington. He knew that the Premier would spread fool’s gold 
because prior to the election, he wanted to get rid of him as the Leader of the Labor Party. Now I know why; the 
Premier is not genuine about his proposals. I congratulate the member for becoming a minister even though he 
was doing that behind the scenes. 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Members! 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I am glad the Premier is here. He wants to save money and he is focusing on members of 
Parliament. Looking at the Premier’s ministerial appointments and parliamentary secretaries, I notice that a lot of 
the parliamentary secretaries are in the same chamber as the ministers they represent. Three parliamentary 
secretaries are in the lower house, which is the same place as the ministers. I am not sure why that is the case, 
especially considering that a parliamentary secretary is such an important position. Two out of the three 
parliamentary secretaries are brand-new to Parliament. People such as the member for Armadale, the member for 
Mirrabooka and the member for Girrawheen were overlooked and given nothing and the Premier gave positions 
to new members. I wonder what the rationale for that is. Likewise, there are parliamentary secretaries in the upper 
house as well. It is amazing that the Premier talks about saving money, accountability and doing the right thing 
but he gave members a 15 per cent pay rise on the first day of Parliament when they came in. That is supposedly 
good, accountable financial management. It is interesting, is it not? 
Mr M. McGowan: Do you want me to answer? I am happy to answer. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: It was just interesting. I will not harp on about it. I will just point out that it is interesting 
that former ministers did not become parliamentary secretaries but others have. 
Mr M. McGowan: I am happy to answer. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: The Premier can do that later; I have only three minutes left. 
In closing, as I said, unfortunately the commission of inquiry is nothing more than a witch-hunt. Members opposite 
were not genuine in the statements they made about how they want to conduct themselves and they will not get 
the outcomes they are looking for through that process. 
Mr D.J. Kelly: How do you know? 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Because it has been narrowed. 
Several members interjected. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Members opposite will get the outcomes they want, that is true, but they will not get 
outcomes that will help. The Premier said that Western Australian taxpayers have the right to know where all the 
money went. He said all the money; 26 projects is not all the money. He said they need to know how 
Western Australia has gone from having the best position in the nation to the worst. They will not know that by 
looking at 26 projects. 
Mr D.J. Kelly interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Member! 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: There is the goods and services tax, royalties and a whole range of factors. The commission 
of inquiry will not do what it set out to do. 
Mr D.J. Kelly interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Member! 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: We already know that members opposite will introduce new taxes. 
The SPEAKER: Minister for Water, I call you to order for the first time. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: We already know that members opposite will introduce new taxes. We already know that 
members opposite have started to break their promises and they will continue to break promises. We already know 
that members opposite have no plan to reduce debt, except for getting another $11 billion in debt. We all know 
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that members opposite have refused to answer questions on the double dipping for ministerial cars. These are very 
simple things to answer. Even if there is nothing there, members can get up and say, “There’s nothing there”, 
“No-one’s getting it”, “We never did get it”, “I found out about it and went to the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal 
to tell them to change their minds” or whatever. I do not know. Members opposite are not telling us anything. They 
are keeping secrets. I do not see the gold standard of accountability and transparency. That is unfortunate because 
it should be here. Members opposite are now in a great position. They have 41 members. There are all these new 
members here and the Labor Party is saying it will not be transparent, open or honest. Instead, the Labor Party is 
saying it will just fluff around questions and will not say exactly what is happening. I do not know why members 
opposite are doing that. As I said to the new members, it is up to each and every one of us, even on the Labor side, 
to make sure the ministers deliver—that they do not take shortcuts or pull the wool over people’s eyes. 

Mr D.J. Kelly interjected. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: The cabinet is the government. The backbench is not the government; the member is not 
the government. 

Mr W.J. Johnston: Who told you that? 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: You did! 

Mr W.J. Johnston: Yes! 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: The member for Cannington used to spruik that all the time, so I am giving it back to him 
now. He used to say, “Don’t trust the cabinet.” Is that what the member used to say? He used to say, “Don’t trust 
the cabinet; they’re not your friends.” 

Mr W.J. Johnston: I used to say, “Don’t trust the Liberal cabinet.” 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: No, the member said, “Don’t trust the cabinet”! He has not said a truer word now he is on 
the government benches. Members should not trust everything they hear. They should question everything they 
hear and look beyond it. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: It is very, very important. I know members opposite can all be smart-arses. They are not 
taking their roles seriously. That is all they are doing. 

Withdrawal of Remark 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: I have a point of order. That is unparliamentary behaviour. The member should 
withdraw his last comment. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I withdraw. 

Debate Resumed 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Members opposite are all trying to be smart rather than being professionals. We are talking 
about raising the standard. I hope that the new members will force the Labor Party ministers to raise their standards 
because if they go back to form, that is not a good place to be—trust me. It is very, very important for members to 
take that seriously and listen to what the member for Cannington said about not trusting the cabinet. Thank you. 

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe) [2.55 pm]: This motion makes reference to previous governments. My 
contribution to this debate will be very, very short but I will preface it by making a few other comments. As 
members know, I have been an observer, a commentator and a participant in political and government life in 
Western Australia since the early 1980s, so I have seen it all. Over that period, I have known every political leader 
from every side of politics. I have known all the major and prominent business leaders of Western Australia. I have 
also known and know all the prominent media people over that period. I have a bit of a sense of history. Apart 
from my eight and a half years as Premier, which is second only to David Brand in the postwar period—again, this 
is common knowledge—I have been the Leader or Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party in every election from 1993 
to 2017. It is a long record. Members opposite cheered when I interjected before; I thank them for that. The 
member for Victoria Park looked up and grinned. He described me for the election campaign as a despicable little 
man. 

Mr W.J. Johnston interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Cannington, I call you to order for the first time. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Member for Victoria Park, this particular despicable little man is not finished yet. This 
motion refers to previous governments. I guess my entry into public affairs was in the early 1980s. We all know 
what happened in the 1980s. There was an arrangement or a relationship between various prominent people in 
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business at the time and the government of Brian Burke, Peter Dowding and Carmen Lawrence. That ended in 
what — 

Ms S.F. McGurk interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Read the motion; it is absolutely relevant. That period ended in what came to be known as 
WA Inc. Two prominent members of that government—the Premier and the Deputy Premier—went to jail. Some 
time later, we — 

Ms S.F. McGurk: And a Liberal Premier. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: It was not for any offence during his time as a parliamentarian. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: It is true. 

The SPEAKER: Members! 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: This despicable little man is going to keep going, okay? We then had a Labor government 
in the early part of this century—the Gallop–Carpenter government. What did we see? We saw repeated inquiries 
by the Corruption and Crime Commission that led to four Labor ministers having to resign from cabinet and a fifth 
minister was forced to resign from cabinet for a gross conflict of interest on a cabinet decision that was of financial 
benefit. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: It is true; it happened. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Mr Speaker — 

Ms M.M. Quirk interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Girrawheen, I call you to order for the second time. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The point I make is that in the 1980s — 

Ms M.M. Quirk interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Girrawheen, I call you to order for the third time—the third time. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: This motion talks about governments, and my reference, simply, is to the 1980s and WA Inc. 
But I referred also to the Carpenter–Gallop government, and repeated multiple inquiries into government ministers 
and government actions. Here, the relationship was not so directly between government—Labor ministers if you 
like—and business; it was a slightly different one. The relationship was between a then Labor government and the 
lobbyists. That is what brought undone those ministers and caused huge discredit to the integrity of this Parliament 
and government. 

That is the background. I am not predicting that history will be repeated—indeed, I hope that history is not 
repeated—but the only point I make is that from that perspective of over 40 years the one thing that is very clear 
to me is that the preconditions for what happened in the 1980s and early part of this century exist today. They exist 
today because of — 

Mr P. Papalia: You are a shocker. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: They exist. Look at the combination. 

Mr P. Papalia: You are a shocker; it is despicable. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The minister may say that; he may call me a despicable little man if he wants to. 

Mr W.J. Johnston: You are. 

Withdrawal of Remark 

The SPEAKER: Will you withdraw. 

Mr P. Papalia: Yes, Mr Speaker, I withdraw. 

Debate Resumed 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The simple point I make is that the preconditions, particularly from the 1980s, of a particular 
government—a Labor government—a particular characteristic of the business community of the time, and 
a typical characteristic of the media of the time are today replicated in Perth, Western Australia. 
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Several members interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I am simply saying, because no-one else will say it and no-one will report it, that the 
ingredients or preconditions that were in place in the early 1980s are, unfortunately, in place in Perth today. 

MR W.J. JOHNSTON (Cannington — Minister for Mines and Petroleum) [3.02 pm]: Look, members 
opposite need to get a load of one thing: they lost. They have to have a bit of humility when they come in here 
because this was a historic election. The member for Cottesloe talked about being here in the presence of history. 
I want to remind people that the 2017 election was the greatest victory of the Labor Party in our history; it was 
also the greatest defeat of the Liberal Party in the Liberal Party’s history. Let us put that in context. 

I have no idea what will happen at the next election. Nobody thought the Labor Party would win the 2017 election 
after our defeat in 2013, and nobody knows what will happen in the 2021 election. But there is one thing we do 
know. Everybody in this state knows who messed up the administration of government. It was the Liberal Party 
and its ally, the National Party. They ruined this state. They inherited the best-managed finances in the country, 
and they ruined them! Let us understand that when the Liberal Party came to power, there was no debt in the 
general government sector; in fact, there were net assets in the general government sector. Members, that means 
that the only debt in Western Australia was in the government trading enterprises that serviced their own debt. 
There was no obligation to pay interest from the taxes of this state in the budget because we had no debt. The 
Liberal Party ruined it. Members opposite will have to get a mirror, look into it and remember that that was their 
achievement. The Liberal Party did that by itself. Once members opposite get that out of their systems, they can 
then come back and talk about other things. But until they stand and admit to the people of Western Australia that 
they accept responsibility for the mess they caused, there is nowhere for them to go. I have been very amused by 
the comedy routine that some members opposite tried to perpetrate today. It was very funny and very amusing, but 
they are missing the point. They got caned because they ruined the state’s finances. 

Government members: Hear, hear! 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Can members believe this? The Liberal Party is supposed to manage the finances, but in 
Western Australia we have instead this topsy-turvy world where we are responsible, we take the hard decisions, 
we look our friends dead in the eye and tell them, “I can’t help you on this point”, and the Liberal Party threw the 
money out the door like there was no tomorrow. Those of us who were here remember 15 November 2016, when 
the then Treasurer—he has run out of the chamber now—and now opposition leader stood in this place and said — 

We will win in a landslide. Iron ore prices will be back and everything will be hunky-dory. 

That was the financial planning of the former Liberal and National Parties. Everything will be hunky-dory! 

Sadly, the member for Victoria Park has to clean up their mess. Do members opposite know what that means? It 
means we have to make tough decisions. We have to do difficult things. The opposition cannot come into this 
place and say, “Having caused this mess, we’re not going to accept that you’re cleaning it up.” What a disgrace, 
members! Members opposite have responsibilities beyond their own memories and egos. Members opposite have 
to stand up for the state of Western Australia, like the Labor Party is. We are making tough decisions that are not 
easy for our supporters, but we are making them because they are the right decisions. 

I will just address the member for Warren–Blackwood for a moment. We do not have six country Labor Party 
members, we have seven! We are the largest party in regional Western Australia. We are the main representatives 
of non-metropolitan Western Australia! Those are exactly the facts! So after the National Party ran around the 
state at the 2017 election saying the Labor Party cannot be trusted on royalties for regions, nobody listened to it 
because people know we can be trusted with royalties for regions. That is why the member for Bunbury won with 
a 25 per cent swing to him. One in every four voters in Bunbury changed their mind and voted for the now member 
for Bunbury. At the last election people voted for a Liberal–National government, and this time they voted for the 
new member for Bunbury. So do not think that we will listen to lecturing from the National Party about royalties 
for regions. We will not be lectured by the National Party because we are the party for royalties for regions. It is 
our policy, and we will implement our policy in the interests of all regional Western Australians because we are 
the single largest representative of regional Western Australians. We will not cop it from the National Party. The 
National Party has to think about why it lost the seat of Pilbara to the excellent new member for Pilbara, whose 
inaugural speech was moving, touching, important and covered off so many important issues of the people of his 
community. If the member for Warren–Blackwood thinks it was all about the Chamber of Minerals and Energy, 
he does not understand what happened. There was a fundamental rejection, not just in the Pilbara but across 
regional Western Australia, of the failure to really deliver for regional Western Australians. As the minister says, 
the petunia stage is over. What is wrong with looking for value for money out of regional expenditure? Regional 
voters are entitled to get value for money for their expenditure. I know the member for Collie-Preston—another 
person who enjoyed a massive swing in a seat he used to win by 40 votes; they cannot count his margin anymore — 
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Mr D.J. Kelly: They have to weigh his margin! 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: They weigh his margin! 

I will make another point. I loved the statement by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition in question time that the 
Liberal Party did not promise to not increase taxes. Was the member for Victoria Park, the Treasurer, here in 2013 
when Troy Buswell promised to not increase taxes?  
Mr B.S. Wyatt: I was; I was there.  
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: What happened? The first thing the member for Nedlands, the Leader of the Opposition 
and the member for Bateman did as finance ministers—each of them—when they took the job was to increase 
taxes. The Liberal Party told lies at the 2013 election. I have not even got on to Metro Area Express. Everywhere 
I went in the election campaign, whether in my own district or the districts of so many other members, people said, 
“You can’t trust the Liberal Party because they break their promises. That’s what they do.” The Deputy Leader of 
the Opposition should not come in here with her inane cross-chamber interjections until she fesses up to the fact 
that the Liberal Party was rejected because it broke its promises. I have talked about this before. The Liberal Party 
broke its promises on the thing that so many members opposite talked about in their inaugural speeches, until they 
became Minister for Finance and then just stuck taxes up—except for the member for Nedlands of course; he 
avoided that in his inaugural speech. I do not forget how I used to remind members opposite—those few of you 
who were here—that they had the most unpopular Premier in the state’s history. The unpopularity of the member 
for Cottesloe was another major contribution to the Labor Party’s election victory. His arrogance, the fact that he 
was out of touch, the fact he would not listen to anybody — 
Ms S.F. McGurk: And we saw it today.  
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: We saw it again today. I cannot believe the fixation on Roe Highway stage 8—how 
ridiculous. I will just remind members about the election—Jandakot had a 19.5 per cent swing, Bicton had a 13 per 
cent swing, Bateman had a 13.5 per cent swing and Riverton had an 8.5 per cent swing. The people who were 
alongside Roe 8 voted Labor. They knew what was happening and they voted for us. Members opposite should 
not come in here shedding crocodile tears. As Senator Mathias Cormann said on radio, if they had wanted to do it, 
they would have done. That is what he said. It was just the typical thing of the former government to talk a good 
talk but to do nothing.  
Mr D.A. Templeman: Do you have Mandurah’s score there?  
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I can look it up for the member. 
Mr D.A. Templeman: I like to hear it every now and then! 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I will keep going. I remind the member for Hillarys that he should send a thank you card 
to Teresa Ritchie, the Labor candidate for Hillarys, because she picked up a 12 per cent swing in the seat of Hillarys 
and saved him. If that swing had not occurred, the member for Hillarys would not be here—the former member 
would have won. The only reason the member got back to Parliament was that there was a 12 per cent increase in 
the two-party preferred vote for Labor in his district. What was the swing against the member sitting next to the 
member for Hillarys? It was 13.5 per cent. It is down to a five per cent margin in South Perth. There was a 13 per 
cent swing. Admit the truth, members of the Liberal Party: until you fess up and acknowledge that you ruined the 
finances of this state, you cannot move forward. Members opposite should take responsibility for the shambles 
they have left to us. Just like Geoff Gallop did in 2001, we accept the responsibility of fixing the problems, but 
they should just admit that they caused them. That would help them to overcome the problems they have. The 
Liberal Party is going to have to work out soon that it has to acknowledge that it had the worst defeat in its history. 
The Liberal Party has never lost worse than at the 2017 election. Members opposite should think about that. I kept 
telling Liberal members over the three years leading up to the election that they had until July last year to replace 
the Premier, and that if they did not do that, they would be wedded to what happens. That is what happened. They 
did not have the gumption. I loved seeing the defeated Joe Francis saying in the media that Liberal members all 
knew the problems but would not do anything about it. 
Mr A. Krsticevic: You tried. It didn’t work.  
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: The member for Carine is right. I used to come in here every day and point out that the 
Liberal Party needed to get rid of the member for Cottesloe because he was ruining the state of Western Australia, 
but none of them would listen to us. The people of Western Australia took that opportunity to put them in the 
toilet. Members opposite need to take that message. There was the “fully funded, fully costed” 2013 election and 
they won it.  
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms J.M. Freeman): Finished?  
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Mr A. Krsticevic: Yes.  
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: It is time for us to think about it. Why is it that the Liberal Party does not want us to 
investigate the things that Mr Langoulant is investigating? Elizabeth Quay—what a disaster! It cost this state 
hundreds of millions of dollars. The stadium is a great stadium, but it is in the wrong location. Let us look at why 
that site was chosen. Was that site chosen because of a business case? No. Treasurer, how was that site chosen? 
Because the Premier drove past it on the way back from the airport. What a business case! The Liberals were 
talking about a business case for the Ellenbrook train line, but what about a business case for putting the stadium 
in the wrong place? What about the Ord irrigation expansion project, which was apparently designed to create 
Indigenous employment? At a cost of $330 million, there are 10 ongoing jobs. Then there is the whiff of corruption 
in the Pilbara with the housing decisions that were made up there. How could the former government award the 
Pilbara underground power project and tell the people of Karratha that they would have to pay nothing for it and 
then initially cancel the project and then charge them for it, having promised that it would be done for free? Fiona 
Stanley Hospital was sitting vacant for 12 months. Every day members opposite came in here and defended it. 
There was the stupidity of saying that somehow or other Serco was going to reduce costs when the government 
was being charged $100 million to run the empty hospital. Then there is the parking underneath the children’s 
hospital. They get paid for empty car bays. Muja power station is my favourite. It was clearly put out that there 
was to be no cost to the taxpayer. It cost $330 million.  
Mr A. Krsticevic interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Carine, I will call you for the second time. You have been warned.  
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: It cost $330 million. As the member for Collie–Preston says, the former government could 
have built a brand-new station for the same price. Instead, the Treasurer has to clean up the mess that is left behind. 
There was no accountability. Questions were ignored. We now know from the tabled minutes of the Public 
Accounts Committee that the Liberal members on that committee refused to have the matter investigated. Then 
there is the Synergy billing system, the outsourcing at Synergy and Western Power, and project Vista. I love the 
fact that today was apparently about Synergy, when it was in fact about Western Power. Somehow or another, 
actions of the Liberal Party were being blamed on the member for Cockburn, which is a bit ridiculous. A million 
dollars a year was given to Western Force out of road safety funding in the dead of night. We still want to get to 
the bottom of that. The former government spent $130 million on temporary employees and the GovNext-ICT 
project. These were all albatrosses around the former government’s neck. There is also the children’s hospital. The 
then Treasurer, who is now the opposition leader, was the responsible minister who was being provided with 
advice. I love the fact that the opposition leader wrote to me recently asking me for a copy of the draft report on 
the children’s hospital from the Building Commissioner—a report that was sitting on his desk when he was the 
Treasurer. Why did he ask me for it? All he had to do was to read it. Perhaps that is what he should have done as 
Treasurer—he should have read a few things. I am sorry, members, but before you can move on, one of you will 
have to stand up and say, “Yes, we did it wrong. The Liberal Party ruined the finances of this state.” The member 
for Cottesloe still sits at the back of the chamber. I noticed that all the Liberals were here for the Leader of the 
Opposition’s speech, except the member for Cottesloe. I wonder why and I wonder where the member for 
Cottesloe was. I am sure he can tell us. But I also wonder why he was not in the chamber when his leader was 
speaking. Is that not interesting? 
Mr F.M. Logan: Given there are only 13 of them! 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: There are not that many of them. 
As I say, I do not know what will happen at the 2021 state election. I have no idea because anybody who predicts 
the future of an election will always be wrong. But let me make it clear: if the Liberal Party wants to be in the race 
and wants to be competitive—it is not at the moment—with the Labor Party at the next election, it will have to tell 
us that it knows the state’s finances are in a mess because of the deliberate actions of the Treasurer, the members 
for Cottesloe, Nedlands, Bateman, Churchlands and Warren–Blackwood, and the Leader of the National Party, 
who sat around the cabinet table and made the decisions that led us to the point we are at now. The Liberal Party 
cannot move forward until it does that. Members, it is like going to Alcoholics Anonymous—until you 
acknowledge your sins, you cannot be part of the team. 
Ms M.M. Quirk: Like confession. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Very good—from a good Catholic. 
Confess your sins and join with us to fix the finances, because you left a shambles. This government has to get it 
organised not because we want to make tough decisions but because, unlike the former government, we will make 
tough decisions. 
MR B.S. WYATT (Victoria Park — Treasurer) [3.21 pm]: Initially, I did not intend to speak on this amendment 
to the Address-in-Reply, but I think I have to make a few comments in response to what the former Premier, the 
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member for Cottesloe, said. I have watched the member for Cottesloe in this place now for 11 and a half years. 
I think most people accept that when he is on song in here he is formidable, but one thing that has also been the 
case, out of any member of Parliament I have ever watched, is how quickly the member for Cottesloe embraces 
victimhood at every opportunity. Ultimately I did not want to have to give this speech, but that bizarre performance 
this afternoon, which made everybody on both sides of the house feel slightly uncomfortable, highlights to me that 
the former Premier, after suffering the size of the defeat that the Minister for Mines and Petroleum just talked 
about, now sees it as some sort of vast conspiracy against him from the entire business community and political 
world of Western Australia! It was extraordinary. I have watched the former Premier time and again, when he has 
sat in the Premier’s chair, embrace the warm shroud of victimhood, and usually in the most scurrilous of 
circumstances. The member for Cottesloe stood there pontificating that “somehow by mistake I was defeated” and 
now Western Australia will descend into some level of corruption hell as a result of the fact the member for 
Cottesloe is no longer the Premier! That is the most bizarre, arrogant, out of touch, misplaced comment I have 
heard post-election, and a lot has been said post-election. 
Mrs L.M. Harvey: You’re better than this. 
Mr B.S. WYATT: Deputy Leader of the Opposition, this is not a speech I wanted to give. I want to remind the 
house that when I called the member for Cottesloe “despicable” during the election campaign, I stand by that 
comment. I will tell members why. Labor members may have been out doorknocking hard—I daresay their results 
suggest they were—but let us not forget what the member for Cottesloe, in all his shiny glory, said at the time to 
prompt that response from me. He said the Labor Party, when in government, did not really try to solve what has 
become the Claremont serial killer period of history. That is what he said! Let us not forget this is what the great 
victim, the member for Cottesloe, said. I remember that time quite clearly. I met Mr Spiers here yesterday. During 
that time I was studying at the University of Western Australia and my generation of students were the victims. 
Ciara Glennon in particular was part of the broader legal community that I was a part of. I remember that with 
great clarity and I will remember that for the rest of my life, particularly now that there will obviously be 
a reasonably high-profile trial. When the former Premier got to his feet outside this place and said, “The former 
Labor government wasn’t trying to solve that murder, only we could have solved that”, guess what? That is 
despicable. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition said “You’re better than that” and she is right. I did not want to 
enter into that kind of conversation, but the former Premier, the member for Cottesloe, finally needs to look at his 
record. I will be honest; it is an impressive record of public service. But he also has to take responsibility for his 
personal weakness of embracing victimhood and take responsibility for what is left—the new government. 
As Treasurer, I have come into a scenario of picking over the embers of the two separate budget processes that are 
going on—the royalties for regions budget and all-the-other-areas budget. The Minister for Regional Development 
is doing the same thing. Time and again things come in to me, “This was a commitment made; no funding was 
provided.” The member for Cottesloe said, “Now that I’m no longer there, because of some vast conspiracy by the 
people of WA, the business community, the media—anyone—it means that WA is now a hopeless case going 
forward.” That is bizarre. I can only assume that some stage of grief would prompt that weird performance by the 
former Premier. 
We all know, because we all felt the awkwardness of the former Premier. If he does stick around—it appears he 
wants to—I hope that he has a period of reflection about what he has done. I found it interesting that the first 
comment the former Premier made was that he was the second longest serving Premier after Brand, and not, “This 
is what I think I’ve done for the people of WA.” It was more about him and what he personally feels he has 
achieved. That says everything about him and confirms that time and again, when I sat over there, I watched him 
sit there and embrace victimhood every time he was challenged, in particular when he was attacking Aboriginal 
communities. I am not going to relive it all; those who have been around were here for that. If that is the level of 
introspection the former Premier has, I dare say the Liberal Party has a bit of a problem. I understand members 
opposite do not want him there, but he will hang around; he is that sort of guy. The longer he is not wanted there, 
the longer he will stay. The former Premier, the member for Cottesloe, simply cannot help but get up here and, 
with each performance, somehow reflect upon times gone by and how hard done by he has been. The people of 
Western Australia gave him eight and a half years as Premier. After spending 26 or 27 years in this place, he gets 
up and says to the people of WA, “You’re a bunch of mugs; you should have re-elected me; you’re all going to 
suffer from corruption because I am no longer in charge.” That is the position he has taken. I think it is in 
everybody’s best interests if he leaves the Liberal Party. I know, because I saw the Leader of the Opposition’s 
comments, that he wants him gone, but I think also for his own sense of worth he should probably go if that is 
what the former Premier is going to contribute. As a former Premier, a man who has been in this place for 26 or 
27 years, he can contribute much because he has been around for a long time, but he has to understand that it is 
not all about him. That bitterness he clearly feels to an electorate that rejected him so comprehensively will have 
to wash through at some point.  
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I say again that I have watched the former Premier, the member for Cottesloe, embrace that warm shroud of 
victimhood every opportunity he has had over the past 11 years and, from looking back at some of his speeches in 
Hansard, well before then. It is time that the member for Cottesloe reflected on his own performance—clearly he 
is thinking about his own place in history—and starts to understand that he has responsibility for the mess that 
Labor now has to deal with, for which there are many sources. I suggest a way he can do that is to simply offer 
advice and tell us how he can help or perhaps just move on. 
Amendment put and negatived. 

Motion Resumed 

MR W.R. MARMION (Nedlands) [4.03 pm]: It is indeed a privilege to be back in this place. I congratulate the 
new government on its emphatic win in the 2017 election. I thank the people of Nedlands for their continued 
support for me as their local member. It is indeed a great honour and responsibility to be the member for Nedlands 
with two former Premiers, Sir Charles Court and his son Richard Court, being previous members of Nedlands. 
I am very grateful to walk these halls again and acknowledge all those who have helped me over the past two terms 
of government. Firstly, I congratulate all the new members of this fortieth Parliament. I was able to listen to most 
of their maiden speeches. It was interesting to hear the many backgrounds members come from and what they will 
be able to bring to this chamber. To the 24 new members in the Legislative Assembly, I wish them all well as they 
start their parliamentary careers. We are all privileged to have been elected to serve our electorates and the people 
of Western Australia, to recognise the responsibility attached to the trust bestowed upon us and to act in the best 
interests of our communities and our state. 
I join other members in congratulating the member for Albany on his elevation to the very important position of 
Speaker and I look forward to his impartiality when controlling the house, particularly in question time. 
Mr S.K. L’Estrange: Good luck! 
Mr W.R. MARMION: I must make special mention of all those members who lost their seats in the March 
election. 

Withdrawal of Remark 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms J.M. Freeman): Member, your interjection there of “good luck” was 
not appropriate. Would you like to withdraw? 
Mr S.K. L’Estrange: I was wishing him good luck. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: You were wishing the Speaker good luck with his impartiality. 
Mr S.K. L’Estrange: No, I was wishing the member good luck. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Would you like to withdraw that? 
Mr S.K. L’Estrange: Yes. I withdraw it. 

Debate Resumed 
Mr W.R. MARMION: I must make special mention of all those members who lost their seats in 
the March election. I mention those who served only one term: Glenys Godfrey, Belmont; Eleni Evangel, Perth; 
Chris Hatton, Balcatta; Jan Norberger, Joondalup; and Nathan Morton, Forrestfield; and Matt Taylor, Bicton, who 
served a bit over one term. I thank them all for their service to WA and for devoting a small chapter of their life to 
our Parliament. I wish them all well in their future careers. Similarly, I also recognise two-termers from my class 
of 2008 who lost their seat in the 2017 election: Andrea Mitchell, Kingsley; Peter Abetz, Southern River; Albert 
Jacobs, Ocean Reef; Paul Miles, Wanneroo; Joe Francis, Jandakot; Frank Alban, Swan Hills; Ian Britza, Morley; 
and the then Speaker, Michael Sutherland, Mount Lawley. I acknowledge those who served more than two terms 
in the Western Australian Parliament and lost their seat: Tony Simpson, Darling Range; Murray Cowper, Murray–
Wellington; Graeme Jacobs, Eyre; John Day, Kalamunda; and from the National Party, Brendon Grylls. In this 
Parliament we all recognise the enormous work of those members in the time they were here and which is often 
only truly understood by family, friends and electorate communities. 
Finally, I acknowledge all candidates, from all parties, who contested the 2017 election. We are fortunate in 
Australia to have a parliamentary system that allows any citizen the right to run for any seat. Congratulations to 
all those people for putting yourself forward for election and participating in our democratic system of government. 
Some personal thanks are in order, as without my team and other Liberal supporters, I may not have been able to 
keep the swing to Labor in Nedlands to 10 per cent, which meant my final two-party preferred result of 58 to 42 
was similar to what the previous member for Nedlands, Sue Walker, enjoyed in 2005, and three per cent above, 
surprisingly, what the then Premier Richard Court achieved in the 2001 election. 
I thank my campaign team, comprising chairman Rob Brown, Sally Plummer, Robyn Nolan, the two As—I will 
keep them anonymous—Tony Leaversuch, Donna Drake and Elliot Smith for their ongoing support, advice, 
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planning and coordination, which was critical to our campaign success. Of course, the campaign on the day 
required booth captains, booth workers and scrutineers. There are too many to name individually but they know 
who they are and I thank them for volunteering their time and supporting my campaign. Thanks also to the Liberal 
Party and state director Andrew Cox for all the work done behind the scenes and supporting the Nedlands campaign 
with mail-outs, materials and advice. 

I especially highlight the significant achievements by the member for Cottesloe, who won the 2008 election and 
again the 2013 election and served as Premier of Western Australia for eight and a half years. Although the Liberal 
Party lost many seats in this year’s election, Colin Barnett maintained strong support in Cottesloe due to his 
electorate understanding his passion for Western Australia and the decisions he made being in the best interests of 
the state and not just for political advantage or populism. I thank the member for Cottesloe for giving me the 
opportunity over the past two terms of government to serve as, firstly, a parliamentary secretary and then as 
a minister in many portfolios. 

As an engineer, the challenge of stepping into a wide range of portfolios and identifying options and solutions to 
a multitude of problems and issues has been a great experience and an honour. I have served as a minister in 
10 portfolios: commerce, science, innovation, housing, environment, water, mines and petroleum, state 
development, finance, and transport. Some of the significant highlights and achievements that I am proud of as 
a serving minister of the Crown include, as the Minister for Innovation, developing the state’s first innovation 
strategy to support the commercialisation of university research and start-up projects with funding of $20 million 
over four years. I must also thank the Treasurer for the $20 million. This is important to support diversification of 
our industries and entry into the disruptive and smart economy, as mentioned by many members today. 

As the Minister for Environment, I was proud to grant final approval for the comprehensive environmental 
management plan developed for the Wheatstone liquefied natural gas project, which created 7 000 jobs during 
construction, will provide ongoing maintenance jobs for many decades and further domestic gas to safeguard our 
energy market. As the Minister for State Development, I fast-tracked the $400 million Tianqi lithium processing 
plant in Kwinana, creating 500 construction jobs and ongoing processing jobs for over 100 people once completed. 
This downstream processing plant adds value to the world’s most productive lithium mine in Greenbushes, just 
west of Bridgetown. 

As the Minister for Finance, I introduced the state’s first information and communications technology strategy and 
the appointment of the first Government Chief Information Officer. One of the key initiatives is the GovNext–ICT 
program, which is estimated to save the WA government over $65 million each year as departments pay for ICT 
usage from external providers rather than run their own ICT hardware and software infrastructure. As Minister for 
Transport, I approved corridor option A for the Great Northern Highway bypass at Bindoon. I might point out that 
I was not Minister for Transport for very long and that this 48-kilometre new road between the Chittering 
roadhouse and Calingiri West Road will create about 250 jobs during construction and greatly improve safety and 
productivity of road freight movements.  

As Minister for Housing, I launched the 20 000 houses by 2020 plan to support the state housing affordability 
strategy, which was achieved in 2016, and was subsequently relaunched as the 30 000 houses by 2020 plan. This 
multifaceted housing supply program has supported the housing construction industry and provided entry jobs for 
those transitioning out of mining and gas construction projects. As Minister for Water, I approved the duplication 
of the Binningup desalination plant at a cost of $450 million, to deliver 400 billion litres of water to the state’s 
integrated water supply scheme, which feeds the south west of Western Australia. This expansion has essentially 
future-proofed this water supply scheme after decades of diminishing rainfall run-off into our dams. 

As Minister for Mines and Petroleum, I continued the program commenced by my predecessor, 
Hon Norman Moore, of cutting the backlog of outstanding mining approval applications from 19 000 to less than 
5 000. This resulted in Western Australia being acknowledged by the Fraser Institute of Canada as the number one 
mining investment destination in the world, when considered in conjunction with our $10 million per annum 
exploration incentive scheme, and our world leading geological survey database. As Minister for Commerce and 
Science, I supported the continuation of the $200 000 grant to the Gravity Discovery Centre near Gingin, 
established by University of Western Australia’s Dr David Blair, in pursuit of the discovery of Einstein’s predicted 
gravity waves. As we know, gravity waves were recently detected in the USA, and Dr Blair’s collaboration, 
through the Gravity Discovery Centre—which I have visited on at least 11 occasions at the insistence of Dr Blair—
played a key role in this discovery. Quite recently, as Minister for State Development, I finalised the Balla Balla 
infrastructure group state agreement for a $5.6 million, 165-kilometre railway and exporting facility near Whim 
Creek. During construction, this project will create 3 300 jobs, and support approximately 900 ongoing jobs. 

I would now like to talk a little about my electorate of Nedlands. In doing so, I reflect on the words of 
Her Excellency the Governor, who remarked in her speech that we are truly privileged to live and serve in the 
democracy that Western Australia enjoys. Around the world we see every day the results of social unrest and 
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questionable government rule, and its knock-on effects on entire societies. This is not to say that we are perfect, 
as there is much we can do to improve our quality of life. However, we are lucky to live in Western Australia, and 
the majority of my constituents know they are lucky to live in Nedlands. This is always highlighted to me at 
citizenship ceremonies, where I meet new Australians and hear their stories of life in their native countries. The 
simple right to vote is precious to them, let alone the wonderful economic and social conditions they now enjoy. 
The electorate of Nedlands encompasses four local government areas: the entire City of Subiaco, the majority of 
the City of Nedlands and portions of the Town of Cambridge and the City of Perth. I will make a few points about 
the City of Nedlands. I regularly meet with the mayor, Max Hipkins, usually every six weeks, to discuss issues 
about local government and its interaction with the state government. 

Mr D.A. Templeman: How are you going with Max, anyway? 

Mr W.R. MARMION: I will take that interjection. For those who are new to Parliament, Max actually ran against 
me as an Independent in the 2013 election. Indeed, I was most concerned about running against the Mayor of 
Nedlands. I was so concerned that I paid for a poll, four or five weeks out from the election, at enormous expense. 
I then realised that I did not have to worry. Max and I get on very well, actually. I knew Max before he ran against 
me. He told me that he thought he was going to win, so it was a bit of a shock to him. I will put on record that he 
did very well; he got 13 per cent of the vote, which is not a bad effort. It was just a little bit below what the Labor 
candidate got, and just a little bit below what the Greens candidate got. 

During my two terms as the member for Nedlands, the City of Nedlands has experienced a bit of a rocky road, but 
it has lifted its game with the new chief executive officer, who came from Bunbury. There are very few complaints 
about Nedlands now. Its information and communication technology infrastructure probably leads the western 
suburbs councils, and it undertakes a lot of the administration work for some of the smaller councils in the country, 
so hats off to Nedlands. It has embarked on a very progressive road upgrade program. I will not rank it out of 10, 
but it is certainly travelling a lot better. 

Dr M.D. Nahan: What about the roundabouts? 

Mr W.R. MARMION: The council did have a problem, when I first came into office, with roundabouts on 
Broadway. I should not deviate too much, but that was a hilarious situation. For those members who do not know 
the electorate, it does not have this problem anymore, because the City of Subiaco, which I will get to in a minute, 
no longer shares a boundary with the City of Nedlands. The design of the roundabouts on Broadway was such that 
buses could not get through; in fact, they got jammed in the roundabouts and they refused to go down Broadway, 
using a parallel street instead. The council had to get Main Roads involved in redesigning the roundabouts. I thank 
the Leader of the Opposition for his interjection. 

Similarly to the Mayor of Nedlands, because the whole of the City of Subiaco is within my electorate, I meet with 
Mayor Heather Henderson every six weeks as well. She lives at St Ives in Subiaco, which runs a fantastic Anzac Day 
ceremony. I am there every year, and so is the mayor. When I first became the member for Nedlands, I commented 
to the mayor that it is very hard to park in Subiaco. I live halfway between Subiaco and Claremont, and I said that 
if Subiaco did not lift its game I might end up going to Claremont Quarter. I do go to the Claremont Quarter now, 
where I can get three hours’ free parking, and I can always get a parking spot. Even if I only want something worth 
a couple of dollars, I do not mind jumping in my car and going to Claremont. To its credit, Subiaco has now 
recognised the problem. Rokeby Road is becoming a vital street in Subiaco, and a bit of colour is coming back. The 
member for Perth must frequent Subiaco, which is trying to compete against the Town of Vincent, so he can see 
that Rokeby Road has lifted its game over the past couple of years. It is not yet up to the standard of Oxford Street, 
but it is getting there, returning to what it was, although it still has a way to go. 

I want to make special mention of Dr Lynley Hewett, who was a councillor on the City of Subiaco. Under the City 
of Perth Act, the ward that she represented disappeared and became part of the City of Perth. Lynley passed away 
last week, and her funeral was held on Tuesday. She was a great contributor to Subiaco and to the cause of women 
in professions. She was a doctor and a great supporter of St Catherine’s College, where she was an honorary fellow. 
I might point out that I am also an honorary fellow of St Catherine’s College. 

I used to meet fairly regularly with the then Mayor of the Town of Cambridge, Simon Withers, particularly at his 
insistence. The new mayor, Keri Shannon, is not quite as forceful as Simon in holding meetings. There is not 
a large area of the Town of Cambridge in my electorate, but a couple of fairly important things in my electorate 
relate to the Town of Cambridge. The first is Alderbury Reserve. I am a former president of the YMCA Coastal 
City Hockey Club, one of the strongest hockey clubs in Western Australia, although it got a lot stronger when 
I ceased to be president, and Jamie Dwyer joined the team. I am glad that I did not have to get involved in this, but 
Alderbury Reserve is in the electorate of Nedlands. 

The other very important initiative in the Town of Cambridge is the State Netball Centre. For many years—in fact, 
one could perhaps say many decades—the netball profession was seeking a netball centre. In fact, about 15 years 
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ago, I did a business plan for netball for the Department of Sport and Recreation. It is pleasing to see that the 
Matthews Netball Centre is now operating. There was a lot of consternation—I had to deal with Simon Withers 
because it was his issue as well—about cutting down a few trees on the reserve. Many constituents came to see 
me. They were most concerned. I remember one occasion when three constituents were not in a very mild state; 
in fact, they were very heated. I have since run into these people and they are absolutely delighted with the final 
product and happy with the way the Town of Cambridge and the Department of Sport and Recreation developed 
that particular project. 

[Member’s time extended.] 

Mr W.R. MARMION: I want to touch on the City of Perth. Prior to the City of Perth Act coming into effect last 
year, only a small part of Crawley and part of the university was in my electorate. As a result of the City of Perth 
Act going through, the whole of the University of Western Australia, the Queen Elizabeth II campus and a portion 
of Subiaco on the east side of Hampton Road and Broadway is now in the City of Perth. A group of people 
concerned about their boundary changes came to see me. I said that if they could convince me that the majority of 
people were concerned about moving from the City of Subiaco to the City of Perth, I would go into bat for them. 
They subsequently did a very quick survey, which I think was the least scientific I have ever seen in my life. They 
came back to give me the survey results. I found that one person surveyed said no to the move, but I also know 
that a number of people marked their survey, which I did not see in the pile of surveys presented to me. The local 
paper reported that 97 per cent of my constituents were opposed to moving to the City of Perth. As a result of the 
City of Perth Act, I doorknocked those residents about four months into the period from when the City of Perth 
had taken over and found that 100 per cent of those people were absolutely satisfied with being in the City of 
Perth. One particular person was obviously not a Liberal voter, and when I asked him what else I could help him 
with, he said, “Lose the election.” He lives in Megalong Street. That was the toughest comment I got. When I asked 
him how things were going in the City of Perth, he said, I think a bit reluctantly, that it was all right. 

I think the person who lives next door to this gentleman—I better not mention too much about this person—votes 
Greens. I know him well. When I asked him how things were going, he said, “All right. You’re only coming 
around because you know that the City of Perth is pruning the trees.” I will not mention his name. I said, “Oh, they 
are too. Honestly, I swear I did not know they were pruning the trees.” When I asked whether there were any other 
problems, he said that he had a tree on his property and he asked the City of Perth to prune that too. I asked him 
how he got on. He said that he was told to ring the supervisor at the City of Perth. When I asked what happened 
next, he said that he rang the supervisor. When I asked what answer he received, he said that it was okay. They 
pruned his tree. He was previously a bit concerned that the City of Perth would be looking after him. He had not 
had his trees pruned for 14 years, and they actually pruned one on his property. I had never heard that happen. 
That was a fantastic outcome. I will avoid saying his name. 

After the transfer of some of the City of Subiaco into my electorate—some people in the City of Subiaco continue 
to write to The Post and say that I have not represented them—I believe that 100 per cent of the people I represent 
who are in the City of Perth are very happy. Another reason is that they pay 19 per cent less for their rates. That is 
one of the other reasons. 

Dr M.D. Nahan: And they give good service. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: Yes, it does. I said to the City of Perth that it had better get its act together, otherwise 
I would be in trouble. In fairness, I probably lost quite a few votes in Subiaco because of that change. 

There are a lot of hospitals in my electorate. As the new shadow Minister for Health; Mental Health, I am looking 
forward to visiting them more frequently than I have. An amazing number of research facilities are located on the 
QEII campus and a lot of not-for-profits are in The Niche. 

I also wish to recognise the great work that all the teachers and the principals do in my schools. We are very lucky 
to have some fantastic primary schools in my electorate. One particular primary school was not working as well 
as the others. That was Jolimont Primary School, under principal Barbara Iffla. Its National Assessment Program 
— Literacy and Numeracy results have skyrocketed. It is a credit to Barbara for what she has been able to do with 
Jolimont Primary School. All the other schools are exceptional. 

I will conclude by referring to issues for the future in my electorate. Underground power is often raised. Some of 
my constituents are absolutely strongly of the view that they will pay for underground power. People on the other 
side of the coin are pensioners and they cannot afford it. It gets down to how much the City of Nedlands is prepared 
to put in, how much the government is prepared to put in and what the owner of the house is prepared to pay. 
Unfortunately, there is no simple answer to that. 

The other issue that is rolling on at the moment—it is a huge issue; I have never had so many people come to my 
electorate office to talk about this issue in the whole eight and a half years that I have been a member—is the 
proposed relocation of Perth Modern School. People from outside my electorate have expressed their view. The 
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Treasurer is not here but a lady he knows who lives in Victoria Park presented a petition comprising 400 signatures 
opposed to moving all the students who are currently in Perth Modern School to a new school in the CBD. This is 
a huge issue. I have not met one person in my electorate or outside my electorate who supports it. I am talking 
about students, teachers, parents and former students of Perth Modern. They are very concerned. Basically, they 
feel that they have not been consulted. One of their concerns is that it could be the start of the demise of Perth 
Modern. 

Mrs L.M. Harvey: And also City Beach High School. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: That is another problem. The importance of Perth Modern cannot be underestimated. For 
example, I have lived in Armadale, where I handed out certificates for high achievers. I have obviously handed 
out certificates for high achievers in all the high schools in my electorate. In Armadale, there was one certificate. 
I felt so sorry for this particular person. It was a credit to this person who did the higher subjects and got 
a certificate from Engineers Australia. I know it can be hard for people to achieve in environments in which no-one 
else is achieving and there is a lot of mental pressure and bullying. If students want to conform, they may not 
achieve what they want to achieve. The purpose of Perth Modern School is to cater for those students who perhaps 
come from a lower socioeconomic area but are high achievers. They do not want to continue at their school because 
they get bullied or are subject to peer pressure. That is the importance of Perth Modern and I am a strong supporter 
of Perth Modern. It has a great reputation of course. It is one of the top two schools in Australia because of its 
results. I think one school in Sydney matches it. Its proposed relocation is an issue that the new government really 
has to take seriously. People need to be consulted. They need to see a plan and there needs to be a business case. 
Why would we move children from one school that already exists—they are already there—to another school in 
the CBD? I hesitate to ask: where is the Australian Football League oval that a decent high school needs? Although 
it may not be written in concrete that a high school should have one, the principle is that a high school should have 
green space and an AFL-sized oval. 

Before I sit down, I want to thank my family and my wife, Katelyn, for putting up with me not being at home 
because of all the functions I have had to attend over the last eight and a half years. Now she will have to put up 
with me being home a little more than I have been! 

MR A. KRSTICEVIC (Carine) [4.01 pm]: What a pleasure it is to be back here for a third time. I would like to 
congratulate the Labor Party on an emphatic victory. I look forward to the next four years of its government and 
to us working together with the government to make sure that it delivers on its promises. I obviously look forward 
to working with my colleague the former opposition Whip and now Minister for Local Government. I look forward 
to us working together on all those portfolios that he has as minister and I have as his shadow. I also congratulate 
the member for Albany on being elected as Speaker and the member for Maylands on being elected as Deputy 
Speaker. I would also like to thank the Liberal Party for giving me the honour of being preselected and going 
through the process of being elected to Parliament again, and the Stirling division of the Liberal Party, which is 
my home division. It is an amazing division. I would also like to thank all the volunteers who helped in my 
campaign; there were literally hundreds of them. I note at this point that the campaigns that were run on both sides 
were probably of the highest calibre that I have seen in a long time. Members of and candidates for the Liberal 
Party worked at an exceptionally high level across all electorates. Unfortunately, the result did not go anywhere 
near reflecting the level of effort that they put in, so it just goes to show that the time had come and the electorate 
has spoken. We obviously suffered that result, irrespective of how hard some members worked. 

While I was campaigning in my electorate of Carine, I got a lot of very positive feedback for myself. A lot of 
people were very happy with the job I was doing in my electorate. The general consensus of the many people 
I spoke to was, “Tony, you’re doing a great job. You will be fine, but I’m not sure about the rest of them.” I heard 
that a lot in my electorate as I was going around talking to people. The more and more I spoke to people, the more 
I increased my level of activity in my electorate. I was making sure that no stone was left unturned in the electorate 
of Carine to ensure that I maximised the vote and the support from the community. It was a great experience to 
increase that level of engagement. Something I tell people in Parliament is that their re-election campaign begins 
the day after their election. Never a truer word has been spoken, because the last thing that anyone’s electorate 
wants to see six months out from an election is an increased level of activity by their member who is out there 
being seen; we need to do it from day one. I can say that the day after the election, I was at a community event 
taking on my responsibilities. I was more than happy to have been re-elected and to be able to do that in that 
capacity, but had I not been re-elected, I still would have undertaken that role. It is a real pleasure from that 
perspective. 

I would also like to thank my staff, because, obviously, our electorate offices are run by our staff. Occasionally, 
when we are in the office they tell us what we should and should not be doing, but they do a fantastic job and the 
calibre of the staff in my office is second to none. If I had a choice, I would not replace them with anybody else. 
They are not all with me now because a couple have retired after long service, but I would like to thank Stephanie 
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Power, Genevieve Lyon and Roseanne Van Boheemen for the amazing job that they have done, and continue to 
do, to service the electorate of Carine. They are tireless in their expectations of their local member, and they have 
told me many times that they will beat me with a baseball bat if I am not humble and approachable in the 
community, and I believe them. However, I do not think I will ever change the way I work in my electorate and 
how I make myself available to the people of the electorate of Carine. I would also like to thank my campaign 
team and my booth captains, John, Troy, Alex, Phil, Karlo, David, Bernie, Sammy, John, Dio, George, Des, Chris, 
Sophie, Nick, Martyn and Linda, and my three kids, Michael, Mara and Natalie, for the amazing job that they did 
on election day handing out how-to-vote cards. There was a little bit of a panic on election day. I got a phone call 
about 9.30 am and was told that hundreds of people from the electorate of Carine were lining up at Lake Gwelup 
Primary School, but it was not a shared booth. The Electoral Commission did not make it a shared booth, but a lot 
of people who live in Gwelup and the surrounds went to the primary school. I think there was a huge number of 
people from my electorate but no-one was there handing out how-to-vote cards or representing me; they were all 
representing the member for Scarborough. I got the phone call and I managed to get my three kids, who are 16, 18 
and 19, down there. 

Mrs L.M. Harvey: They did a great job; they did you proud. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: They did; it was quite amazing. I watched my son and my daughter walk up to people and 
ask, “Where do you live—which suburb, which region?” et cetera and then point them to the right line. My son 
was giving them how-to-vote cards accordingly. They stayed there all day. They did an amazing job. All of my 
other polling booths were very strongly manned during the whole day. I had more than enough support at 
a grassroots level, predominantly from community members. It was great to have all the clubs and associations 
participating, and some branch members too, of course. There was a cross-section of people and that really is 
a testament to us, as local members, when members of the community, some of them who maybe do not necessarily 
vote our way, will still go out and hand out how-to-vote cards because we have helped them—because we have 
made a real effort. 

Mr J.E. McGrath: One of my blokes said that he would work on a booth but he said, “I’m voting Labor.” 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: They support the person. 

It was a great feeling to have that high level of support from the community, the Liberal Party, friends and 
acquaintances. It was a really humbling experience. Obviously, there are a lot of members who did not come back 
and did not have a chance to make a speech in this place to reflect on their time in this Parliament. It is a sad thing 
when a person cannot finish their time here, unlike in the upper house, where people can give their valedictory 
speeches after an election. I would just like to mention their names one last time in this Parliament, just so I can 
thank them and acknowledge them for the hard work that they did. All of them were very genuine individuals and 
very hardworking, as we all are. It goes without saying that we all fit that mould—some more, some a little less. 
But some of them are outstanding individuals. I just wanted to mention Chris Hatton, the former member for 
Balcatta; Glenys Godfrey for Belmont; Matt Taylor for Bicton; Albert Jacob for Burns Beach; Tony Simpson for 
Darling Range; Nathan Morton for Forrestfield; Joe Francis for Jandakot; Jan Norberger for Joondalup; John Day 
for Kalamunda; Andrea Mitchell for Kingsley; Ian Britza for Morley; Michael Sutherland for Mount Lawley; 
Murray Cowper for Murray–Wellington; Eleni Evangel for Perth; Peter Abetz for Southern River; Frank Alban 
for Swan Hills; and Paul Miles for Wanneroo. 

Mr F.M. Logan: All replaced by brilliant members! 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I am sure that the members who have replaced them will do an outstanding job and will 
give their all.  

I would never reflect badly on anybody who has been a member of Parliament. I think that would be very 
inappropriate because, really, we are all here to help and give back to the community. We are all here for the right 
reasons and we all try our best. I think that is acknowledged by all sides, as well as the need to be humble and 
respectful to the institution that we are here to represent and to the people of Western Australia. I think most of 
the time they expect a lot more from us than cheap, petty politics.  

It is also an honour to be a shadow minister. I have the areas of local government, heritage, culture and the arts, 
and citizenship and multicultural interests. I look forward to this new opportunity. I look forward to working with 
the relevant ministers to make sure that we can achieve great outcomes for the areas I am involved in. I have 
already had meetings with the various directors general, including Jennifer Mathews, who is still the director 
general of the Department of Local Government and Communities, I think until 1 July; Duncan Ord, the director 
general of the Department of Culture and the Arts; Graeme Gammie, the executive director of the State Heritage 
Office; and Rebecca Ball, the executive director of the Office of Multicultural Interests. I would like to thank both 
Minister Templeman and Minister Papalia for organising those briefings for me. It was very informative and useful 
and I think it goes towards a strong spirit of cooperation as we try to work constructively in this place. With the 
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amalgamations that were announced that come into effect on 1 July, I believe Duncan Ord will become the new 
director general of the Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries. The new department will 
encompass the Department of Local Government and Communities for local government functions only; and the 
Departments of Culture and the Arts; Racing, Gaming and Liquor; and Sport and Recreation. It will be a pity to 
lose the calibre of Jennifer Mathews as the director general of the department of local government. I think she has 
done a great job in difficult circumstances. I wish her all the best with whatever she does. As a director general, it 
will probably be difficult for Duncan to have all those different portfolio responsibilities because local government 
is such an important level of government and a complex area. It delivers so many services across different areas 
and has so many ministerial responsibilities that it really deserves to have its own director general. I find it hard to 
fathom how he will be able to spread himself across all those portfolios. 

Ms S.F. McGurk: We had 41 departments; Victoria has seven. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: It depends on what figures we look at, authorities, and everything else. I have not studied 
the Victorian model or how it does it. I am not saying that we should not reduce the number of departments. All 
I am talking about is the Department of Local Government and Communities and local governments as a third tier 
of government. The department is important and I think it is important enough to be a sector that is looked after 
by a director general. The member may disagree with that; she may think it is not important and does not need that 
level of support, but I think it does. I wish Duncan all the best in taking on all these additional responsibilities. 
I look forward to hopefully working closely with him in the future, because the local government sector will 
obviously be of prominent focus over the next four years.  

Mr F.M. Logan: Are you suggesting you will be working with the minister rather than the people in the public 
sector themselves? 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: It will be through the minister, of course, as in the past I have gone through the ministers 
dealing with — 

Mr F.M. Logan: You better tell your colleagues as well; they have still not got that point. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I cannot speak for my colleagues. I am just saying that is the way I will do it and that is 
the way I have done it. The ministers have been very helpful in that process. I have also had a meeting with the 
Western Australian Local Government Association, which was very useful. I am in the process of organising 
a meeting with the Local Government Professionals Australia and other stakeholders. It was very much a pleasure 
for me to be up in the Murchison recently attending the “Cue Parliament”. It was a great experience to see the 
people up there and how they are struggling to deliver their services. The WALGA state council met there as well. 
I think it was noted that was the first time ever in the history of a “Cue Parliament” that no government member 
was there, but that is okay; I am sure someone will be there next time. The National Party and the Liberal Party 
were represented by a number of people. It was great to be up there and see what was going on. Unfortunately, it 
was just a one-day visit—a quick in and out trip. It was a long way to go but it was well worth it and I did not want 
to give up that opportunity.  

The local government sector is under a lot of scrutiny at the moment. The Corruption and Crime Commission has 
had its work cut out with both the Shire of Dowerin and the Shire of Exmouth and obviously with issues around 
the City of Perth. We need to look at a lot of things in the Local Government Act very closely over the next few 
years, including what we can and cannot do and the improvements that need to be made. Obviously, the minister 
indicated the act will be reviewed and I strongly support that. I think it is very important. I also think it is very 
important to make sure that we work with the sector, WALGA, the local government professionals and all the 
local councils, both city and regional, to make sure that we deliver some constructive and positive outcomes. As 
I said, local governments deliver a huge service. I do not think I need to tell a lot of people in this chamber that, 
because a lot of them have previously been local councillors or mayors. When that act comes before Parliament, 
I have no doubt they will have a keen interest to make sure it reflects the needs of the sector.  

The Local Government Amendment (Auditing) Bill 2017 was read in on the first day of Parliament. This side of 
the house is very supportive of that bill. I have had a very good look at it and it is more or less identical to the bill 
we introduced in 2016, which did not get through the house. I am very grateful that the minister has taken on board 
all the hard work that was done in putting that bill together and has reintroduced it into the house. I look forward 
to supporting its passage through Parliament so the Auditor General can have more scrutiny over local government 
activities concerning both financial and performance audits. Even with the auditing amendment bill, I look forward 
to getting briefings from the Auditor General and the director general. Again, I am not sure how well they will 
deal with the circumstances that occurred in both Exmouth and Dowerin, where obviously CEOs undertook very 
criminal behaviour in some instances — 

Mrs L.M. Harvey: Allegedly. 
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Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: It was alleged criminal behaviour; sorry. I cannot say too much from that point of view to 
prejudice anything. When those sorts of things occur, I am not sure whether auditing in itself is enough to uncover 
that. Through the review of the Local Government Act, combined with the auditing amendment bill, I am sure we 
will be able to improve things on that front.  

There was a bit of conjecture about the number of local councils—137, 138, 139. The minister and I had a bit of 
a discussion about it. I was looking at the Local Government Professionals Australia’s submission in February this 
year and it said that there were 139 local councils. I looked at the WALGA website and it says that there are 138 
councils and Nedlands is not a member, so there are 139. There is somewhere between 137 and 139 local councils 
depending on whom members speak to. The minister and I agreed on 138 yesterday.  

Mr D.A. Templeman: Member, can I interject? There are 29 metropolitan councils; 108 non-metropolitan 
councils; two Indian Ocean territories, being the Christmas and Cocos Islands; and there are nine regional local 
governments. There you are. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Beautiful; I thank the minister very much for that. I was going to ask him that question at 
some point to get the finer detail, because everywhere I looked there was a different figure and even the Salaries 
and Allowances Tribunal had two reports with different figures as well. I was so confused, but I thank the minister 
very much for clarifying that for me. I greatly appreciate it.  

[Member’s time extended.] 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: There is around $6.4 billion in operating and capital expenditure that works through local 
government. It has total assets of more than $40 billion, which is a huge amount of infrastructure it is responsible 
for. Those councils employ around 16 000 staff. In my discussions with the key stakeholders, we talked about 
partnership agreements. That sounded like a great idea to me; it made sense. I know that the last partnership 
agreement was in 2007, but I am looking forward to trying to progress that. I think the minister is supportive of 
that. I cannot confirm that 100 per cent, but I remember hearing something somewhere that partnership agreements 
were fine. Compulsory training of all councillors is important; in fact, it is absolutely critical. Too often people 
find themselves managing $100 million businesses and they have no experience and no background in that—not 
all of them, but some of them do not. They find themselves in these positions and they are just overwhelmed. Then 
there is the paperwork of council meetings. I see the paperwork of the City of Stirling and one would just about 
need a front-end loader sometimes just to lift it. I do not know how these local councillors and mayors get through 
the workload that they have to. Obviously they rely very heavily on the officers, but at the same time they cannot 
just rely on those officers; they need to be going through this themselves. It is great that we introduced, through 
the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal, payments to mayors and elected officials. It is very important to 
acknowledge that there needs to be a degree of remuneration for the hard work that they do. Obviously, as a former 
deputy mayor, the minister knows how hard he had to work in that position. 

Mr D.A. Templeman: We weren’t paid very much then. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: No, but the minister managed to use that as a progression to a much better job. I would 
also like to explore with the minister the possibility of considering the direct election of mayors. For example, 
I know that a particular council—I will not mention which one—is having a discussion about having a direct 
election of the mayor. My understanding is that 75 per cent or more of the councillors need to agree to a direct 
election of the mayor. 

Mr J.N. Carey: They never do. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: That is right. If six or seven out of 10 want a direct election of the mayor and three do not, 
it does not happen. To me, that is not democracy. The Local Government Act either needs to be changed to make 
it 50 per cent — 

Mr D.A. Templeman: As you know, we are reviewing it. We look forward to your submission. I’m sure your 
submission will be outstanding. It will be a comprehensive submission from you, member, I am sure. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: No problems. I will not harp on that too much, but I just wanted to touch base. It has been 
raised with me by people, saying that it is positive or negative—people have different views. Obviously, the gift 
provisions need to be looked at. That is very confusing. People tell me that they have to declare the gifts they 
receive at their weddings or engagements in some circumstances. I think that is going overboard. We really need 
to review that. Some people say that local councillors would like the same benefits as members of Parliament, but 
I am not sure that they would like to go backwards necessarily. 

Mr D.A. Templeman: I see your ute driving out from here with gifts every day! I have seen those gifts. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Just so that the minister knows, I am still emptying my office of all those bottles of wine 
from missed divisions! 
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Mr D.A. Templeman: I hope you’ve declared them. Put those on your gift register. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I think they were all cleanskins. I do not think they would get over $50 in value in total, 
so they were not very generous! 

It is also important that councillors govern for the entire council. Too often I have seen councillors argue on their 
ward issues and collude with other ward holders to say, “We’ll take everything on our side and give nothing to the 
other side.” We need to remind people that they are governing for the entire community and not just their little 
patch. I am not saying that that is right, but I do see snippets of that. There are just a small number of things that 
I would not mind examining during the course of the local government reform. 

In terms of culture and the arts, I have had the pleasure of going to a number of events. I was recently at the Black 
Swan State Theatre Company with the minister, the Speaker and others to see The Lighthouse Girl, which was 
a fantastic play. If members have not seen it, I recommend that they do so. 

Mr D.A. Templeman: There were more politicians there than there were cast members. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I know; it was amazing. Believe it or not, the two books on which the play was prefaced 
were written by the Speaker’s partner. It was absolutely amazing. It is probably the best play I have been to. I can 
say that without a doubt. 
Mr D.A. Templeman: Have you trodden the boards? 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: No, I have not. 
Mr D.A. Templeman: I think you have secretly. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: No, I have not. Maybe I will follow in the minister’s footsteps one day—I am not sure! 
That play was definitely worth seeing. I congratulate the Black Swan State Theatre Company on the amazing work 
it does. I was talking to the artistic director on the night and he told me how difficult it is. I am sure the minister 
will appreciate how they work on a shoestring budget and how little they are remunerated for the work they do in 
the culture and the arts sector. Whatever we can do to expand their opportunities and as an industry in 
Western Australia would be all the better for Western Australia. I am very supportive of seeing what I can do, 
because obviously with the state of the economy, philanthropy is getting harder. Culture and the arts rely a lot on 
that. Obviously the ageing Perth Cultural Centre needs a bit of work as well. There is plenty of opportunity there 
for more funding to be directed in that way. 
I attended the Australian Heritage Festival launch, at which the member for Perth spoke. He did the minister proud 
on that occasion. It was great to be part of that. I look forward to being involved in the heritage area. The former 
Treasury building is a perfect example of heritage being brought into the modern age and being able to combine 
those two areas. About 1 300 places are listed on the State Heritage Register, so that is important. I also 
acknowledge Hon Albert Jacob, who did a great job on that. I am hoping that the minister will bring back the 
heritage bill that was introduced in the dying days of the previous government, as he has done with the 
Local Government Amendment (Auditing) Bill 2017. 
Mr D.A. Templeman: I am just making a few amendments to include you in it. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I thank the minister very much. 
Again, that bill had gone through a lot of work, so the minister does not necessarily need to go back and reinvent 
the wheel. Hopefully he will put that bill through. Local governments have a big role to play here. They have 
municipal inventory registers. I am not sure how well they manage those registers and how often they review them. 
I think under the act they have to go back every four years. I would be surprised if many local councils did go back 
every four years and reviewed their heritage lists. Maybe that is something the minister can encourage more 
fiercely. Maybe there is room for that in the Local Government Act as well, to make sure that they look at their 
registers every four years, although I think it is in the Heritage of Western Australia Act already so they should be 
doing it. 
Citizenship and multicultural interests is obviously an area in which I have experience, having arrived here as 
a three-year-old from Croatia. It is fantastic being able to go and mix with people whom I mix with all the time 
anyway. It is great to see all those different cultures. As we know, 31 per cent of Western Australians are born 
overseas and 52 per cent have one or both parents who came from overseas. Western Australians come from over 
200 countries with 270 languages and dialects and more than 130 religious faiths. That is just amazing. As I say 
to people all the time, we live in an amazing country and state that has all this diversity, and we live in harmony 
and prosperity. That is fantastic. 
I want to quickly touch on underground power. Like the member for Nedlands, underground power is something 
that my electorate would be very interested in. I am really looking forward to hopefully getting an opportunity to 
get some of that happening through the coastal suburbs. 
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I also give my support to the state Parliament on the goods and services tax review. The Productivity Commission 
review that is now underway needs to very seriously understand that the system is broken. It needs to understand 
that states are being rewarded for doing less and that those states that are progressive and are working hard to 
better not just their own state but also the country are being penalised. I think that is completely wrong. Horizontal 
fiscal equalisation is nearly a dirty word in the way in which it is working at the moment. It is not working well at 
all. The GST redistribution needs major reform. I know that the federal government has given us what I call a small 
amount of handouts to balance it out, but, really, we are Australians and we need to support each other and we 
need to do what is right. What is currently going on is not right. I join the chorus of the state government in calling 
on both persuasions of federal government to make sure they do the right thing.  
Very quickly, at a local level I would like to thank Tamsin Cook, a 17-year-old resident of Carine, for her amazing 
performance at the August 2016 Olympics. She won a silver medal in the 4 x 200 freestyle relay. I would also like 
to thank a former resident of Duncraig, Daniel Ricciardo, for the amazing work he does on the Formula 1 scene. 
I also thank a local environmental champion and Order of Australia recipient in 2016, Christine Curry. I have 
a huge number of sporting clubs and organisations in my electorate. They do an outstanding and amazing job, and 
I wish I had time to name them all. I have a list here, but I am not going to name them all, unfortunately. I would 
like to thank them for their tireless work and the volunteering they do for our community. Without them, we would 
not have the electorate we do in Carine. I also acknowledge their hardworking committees. I look forward to 
continuing to work with them over the next four years.  
Carine has had a lot of infrastructure upgrades, including the Reid Highway duplication from Marmion Avenue to 
Erindale Road. The 40-kilometre-an-hour signs have been installed at all of our schools. There have been school 
upgrades to Duncraig Senior High School and Carine Senior High School, and a lot of primary schools have had 
upgrades. It has been really great to represent my electorate. There have been lots of achievements in the last eight 
and a half years that I am very proud of, and I am looking forward to helping to build a stronger community in the 
next four years.  
MR J.E. McGRATH (South Perth) [4.31 pm]: I would like to read a text that I received some time ago from the 
Whip that reads — 

The member for Carine has just started speaking. He said he won’t be up for more than 15 minutes.  
That is the longest 15 minutes I have ever sat through! Well done to the member for Carine; he has really picked 
up the bit in opposition. I think he is really enjoying it!  
I will speak about a few things that have happened. Obviously, being re-elected as member for South Perth for 
a fourth term is a great honour. I serve a fantastic electorate. It was disappointing to lose the election, but 
I congratulate the new Premier, Labor ministers and members on attaining government. I got to know the new 
Premier when I was shadow Minister for Racing and Gaming in my first term in Parliament. I must admit that 
I was always quite impressed with the way the minister handled the changes to the Liquor Control Act to enable 
small bars to be opened. I think they revolutionised Perth society, especially the central business district. So, yes, 
he has attained the top job in the state, he is the new Premier, and we are in opposition. That is a reality. The other 
side can say that we do not accept that we lost the election; we know we lost the election. Congratulations to all 
members. I have listened to most of the speeches, and I have been very impressed. I urge government members to 
keep speaking. We want to hear more from them. So when the Leader of the House gets up and says, “We don’t 
want anyone speaking on this bill, we’ve got to get this bill through today”, do not take any notice of him! Just 
stand and make a speech, and go as long as you like!  
Several members interjected. 
Mr J.E. McGRATH: When we were in government we copped the same. We were told, “We’ve got to get this 
legislation through; no-one gets to speak.”  
Dr A.D. Buti: Nobody wanted to speak anyway. 
Mr J.E. McGRATH: Before I go into matters affecting my electorate, I want to set the record straight on a couple 
of issues. The first is that only a few weeks ago I was made shadow Minister for Sport and Recreation—a portfolio 
I have never held in this place. That enabled me to continue the involvement I have had with the new Perth 
Stadium. When the former government decided to build Perth Stadium, I was always an advocate for putting it at 
Burswood. As a former sportswriter and football writer, I went to Subiaco Oval a lot. Subiaco Oval has always 
been the home of football; it is a wonderful venue that has a very historic place in the history of our state. But the 
fact of the matter is that the residents who live near Subiaco Oval did not want night events, and there was a lot of 
constraint with traffic and one-way streets. I think, irrespective of what some members on the other side have 
said—including the member for Cannington—Burswood is a great site. It is a greenfields site and there has been 
no great opposition from existing residents to coming in and building a new stadium for 60 000 people. I am really 
looking forward to the opening of the stadium. I think it will be a wonderful event. People are talking about the 
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Ed Sheeran concerts, and The West Australian ran an editorial on having a concert for local artists. My personal 
view is that the new stadium should be opened with a West Coast Eagles–Fremantle match. If not for the Australian 
Football League, there would be no new stadium. That does not mean to say we cannot have events leading up to 
that first event of the 2018 calendar. The Ed Sheeran concert will be fantastic, and it will obviously fill the stadium. 
There might be a one-day cricket match. It will be a big crowd, and it could fill the stadium. But those events do 
not necessarily have to be the official opening of the stadium. I think making the opening of the stadium the first 
round of AFL in 2018 will give us an opportunity to honour the great football heroes of our past, and signify that 
football has moved to a new ground. We have to remember that when we look at the stadium commercially, AFL 
matches will be played every week for 22 weeks; that is 50 000 or more people going every week for 22 weeks. If 
our teams make the finals, it could be another couple of weeks of big gates. No other sport can attract those big 
gates, and I think we have to recognise that. I made that point in my role representing the Premier on the steering 
committee that has been working to put this stadium together. While talking about the steering committee, I will 
mention the efforts of Ron Alexander, the former Director General of the Department of Sport and Recreation, 
and Richard Mann from Strategic Projects. At this stage they are the co-chairs of that steering committee, and 
I think they have done an outstanding job. I think all the propriety and protocol that went with the tendering 
processes on that stadium have been outstanding.  

I need to correct the member for Collie-Preston, who is the new Minister for Sport and Recreation. He made an 
allegation or comment that the previous Liberal–National government misled the people of Western Australia by 
saying the stadium should be opened with an Ashes test match. That was never the government’s initiative. The 
government’s promise was that the stadium would be delivered fully funded, fully costed, and that it would be 
available for the first round of fixtures in the 2018 football season; everyone accepted that. The Premier said at the 
time that if it happens to be open or available earlier, who knows, we might even play a couple of AFL finals in 
2017. Things moved on and the stadium was making good progress, and suddenly it became apparent that the 
stadium could be available by the end of 2017. That is when Cricket Australia came on board and saw an 
opportunity to hold an Ashes test match. Obviously, everyone wants their sport to open the new stadium, so this 
has really been Cricket Australia’s agenda. I think the new Minister for Sport and Recreation, Hon Mick Murray, 
has missed the boat a bit there. There was no misleading of the public. The stadium will be available for the first 
round of the AFL. There could be a couple of events leading up to that, and obviously the Ed Sheeran concert has 
been locked in. I am looking forward to it; I think the stadium is an outstanding project. It has been welcomed by 
members of the new government, and the new Treasurer has said that the stadium will create jobs. It will also 
increase tourism. It is good to see that the government has come on board. The minister was so excited about the 
stadium that when he was first made minister he proposed that WA bid for the 2022 Commonwealth Games! After 
opposing the stadium when it was first mooted that it would be at Burswood, the opposition of the day said, “It 
should never leave; it should be at Subiaco Oval.” People still complain today. They said the former government 
went against the advice of John Langoulant, who completed a report on where the stadium should be. The 
government understood the advice but it was prepared to go to a more expensive option, which I believe will be 
a better outcome for the people of Western Australia. Perth Stadium will be opened at the end of this year or early 
next year. I will certainly be there for the first AFL game of the season.  

Another thing I want to speak about is my role in the possible privatisation of the TAB. This is something that 
I raised after chairing a committee that inquired into the Racing and Wagering Western Australia Acts. The 
committee’s 2010 report found that the industry was in a lot of trouble. The industry was struggling to meet the 
demands of new infrastructure at racetracks and clubs around Western Australia. The industry was battling to keep 
abreast of inflation. Although it was not in the inquiry’s terms of reference, Racing and Wagering 
Western Australia told the committee it needed about $70 million to fund its infrastructure projects but that it did 
not have the money. I asked, “If Racing and Wagering doesn’t have the money, where can it be generated from?” 
Given the fact that the TAB is now coming under increased pressure from major international betting operations 
that are now operating in Australia, I could see that the only way we could address it and provide some ongoing 
revenue for the industry was to look at privatising the TAB. That was opposed very strongly at the time by the 
Labor opposition. In fact, some government members opposed it. A couple of members who are not here now 
opposed it. Four members opposed it; some members crossed the floor. I lost personal friends in the racing 
industry.  

I have been involved in the industry for a long time. People told me that I was doing the wrong thing. They said, 
“You can’t sell the TAB. It’s the goose that lays the golden egg.” I heard all that sort of stuff. I knew that something 
had to be done. We kept moving forward with it and we kept meeting with the racing industry. The racing industry 
kept saying to us, “We won’t even look at it unless we can be guaranteed a no-worse-off situation.” In the second 
half of last year we finally came to a situation in which the Premier said, “This is what we’ll do: if we sell the 
TAB, we will put aside 20 per cent of the gross profit and put it into an infrastructure fund that will sit there for 
the future use of the industry.” At that time we thought the TAB was probably worth about $500 million. It was 
going to be a $100 million fund. It was not to be squandered by the industry and not to be used on prize money; it 
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was only to be used on infrastructure. It would be controlled by the government of the day and the minister of the 
day. The racing industry came around to the idea. They had formed a group called the Western Australian Racing 
Representative Group. It came to the government and said, “Provided you give us certain sureties, we will certainly 
look at it.” These were the conditions the racing industry put to the government: at least no worse off; recurring 
funding; and risk profile. The group wanted a total no-worse-off funding benchmark, proposed to be about 
$193.7 million a year, to go into prize money and other uses.  

Dr M.D. Nahan: That was a very large increase on their current payment.  

Mr J.E. McGRATH: Yes. That was an ambit claim and it was something that was going to be worked through. 
No doubt the new minister will be working through that.  

The group also wanted taxation reform and parity with other states. This will be an issue for the new government. 
I notice that the Premier said today that if we sell the TAB, it will affect the government’s AAA credit rating. I do 
not know how he comes to that conclusion because if the TAB is sold, more money will go into the Treasury’s 
coffers. While the Premier is taking that stance, I wonder whether he would agree to what the industry would 
like—taxation reform. To assist the racing industry, which is a big employer, every other Australian state has 
reduced the tax take on wagering. The wagering industry in South Australia pays no tax; the government gets no 
money out of wagering. The group also want a guarantee of an infrastructure fund of at least $100 million, which 
I have spoken about, as well as responsible product expansion. The racing industry would like to see Trackside—
a computerised racing game that involves one race after another. I have never played it but it is popular with 
punters. The industry would like to see Keno throughout pubs and clubs in Western Australia. The industry also 
wants an appropriate operating model with the acquirer and the industry. That would be through Racing and 
Wagering Western Australia. If the TAB is sold, industry wants an appropriate operating model that would be 
good for the racing industry. That is the latest on the TAB.  

I know that the Minister for Racing and Gaming has told some people in the sector that the government is not keen 
to sell the TAB. It is up to the government to make a decision. The opposition is not here to tell the government it 
has to sell the TAB, but we are keen to see that the future interests of the racing industry are guaranteed. I am 
confident that the minister will take that into account. Industry tells us that it is going through a difficult stage at 
the moment. A lot of horses from Western Australia are being sent to Victoria, where the prize money is much 
better. Victoria and New South Wales have much better prize money than Western Australia. The last yearling 
sales in Western Australia were the worst performing in Australia. The Western Australian breeding industry is 
going through a downturn. Fewer foals are being born each year. A lot of people are employed in this industry; 
a lot of people who could not be employed in a lot of other sectors. This is an industry that we need to look after. 
We will watch closely what happens. We will monitor the government’s decisions and decision-making processes 
with the sale of the TAB.  

I will now get back to my electorate. It was an interesting election campaign. Labor ran a very strong campaign in 
South Perth; the strongest campaign I have ever seen. Hon Kate Doust was seen running down Canning Highway 
with people dressed in red T-shirts and scaring my constituents! 

Mr D.A. Templeman: What about the watchmaker on Canning Highway?  

Mr J.E. McGRATH: He is a member of the Liberal Party.  

Mr D.A. Templeman: I know, but he wasn’t very happy with the Liberal Party.  

Mr J.E. McGRATH: It was an interesting election. Labor got a good vote. I accept that Labor did a lot of work 
in the electorate. 

[Member’s time extended.] 

Mr J.E. McGRATH: Leading into that election, the government made a couple of policy announcements that 
were the best things that had ever been promised to my electorate, and I have been the member now for 12 years. 
The first one was that an on-ramp to Kwinana Freeway from Manning Road would be constructed. Twenty million 
dollars was sitting there from the federal government. Mind you, I would have preferred the money to have been 
there before we went to the election, but the election commitment from the transport minister at the time, the 
member for Nedlands, was that if we won government, we would build the Manning Road ramp. I had this ad: 
“Only the Libs will build the Manning ramp”. I thought: how good is this; this is a good line! Did I think of that? 
We lost the election. Labor went into the election with no promise to build the Manning ramp. It just was not on 
the radar. I thought: we are done for here unless the federal government can convince Labor that this is a good 
project. Even the new Minister for Transport said to me the other day, “Isn’t it bizarre, member for South Perth, 
that you have been fighting for this for 12 years and we are going to build it for you?” I am very grateful for that. 
I want to be there when it is opened because in politics we do not always get what we really hope for. 

Dr M.D. Nahan: Do you think they did it for you? 
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Mr J.E. McGRATH: No, they did not do it for me. We committed $15 million. The federal government said 
$20 million and we said we would pay the other $15 million. It is a $35 million project. I first raised it with 
Hon Alannah MacTiernan when I was first elected. Phil Pendal raised it back in the 1990s and was told by the then 
Liberal minister in the Court government that the Department of Transport had done a lot of work on it but it was not 
a priority. I have had a conga line of our ministers come out and look at this Manning Road ramp. Members of my 
party will know that the Manning Road ramp is a constant subject of commentary in our party room. 

Mrs L.M. Harvey: Indeed it is, member. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH: Some members will know that the Manning Road ramp is very close to Aquinas College. 
The members for Victoria Park, Churchlands, Kalgoorlie and Butler are old Aquinians. It is not often that 
a member from the other side supports us on a project, but the member for Butler stood and said it was a great 
project. He said that he used to take his son to Aquinas and it was terrible getting in and out so we had to get 
something done. The Leader of the House has just returned. In his absence I told the galaxy of stars on the other 
side that we want them to speak on every bill and take their full time. 

Mr D.A. Templeman: Freely. We might have to prop you up a bit, because some of you might not be able to 
speak. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH: Yes, I want them to speak freely. I said if the Leader of the House walks in front of members 
and says not to speak, they should take no notice of him. The Manning Road ramp is going to happen and it is 
a great result for me. 

It is not sour grapes because we lost, but I thought we went to the election with a good policy. Unfortunately, for 
us the public did not want to do it. That policy was selling 51 per cent of Western Power. That would have brought 
in $11 billion and of that we could have paid off $8 billion of debt. But, more importantly for me, there was 
a promise to upgrade the Como Secondary College and the Kent Street Senior High School. Kent Street Senior 
High School has been in my electorate on and off depending on the boundary changes. It is more in the member 
for Victoria Park’s electorate. It is a very historic school with some great programs, and some famous people went 
there. Como Secondary College has always been in my electorate. I thought that was a once-in-a-lifetime chance 
for me to get a real upgrade of a wonderful school. Como Secondary College was built in late 1969 and Kent Street 
Senior High School was built in 1940. Both schools have a history of producing outstanding students. Como is an 
independent public school. We also had a policy to make it a gifted and talented school. 

Kids go to Como Secondary College from not only Como but a lot of the southern suburbs. It is a good school. In 
addition to the general curriculum, it has four Department of Education–approved specialist programs. It has 
enriched mathematics, information technology and science and it has a link to Curtin University. It is a good school 
working out of a facility that is really old and tired. They have a gym where the kids exercise and play basketball, 
or whatever, that does not even have a bathroom and change room. They have to walk to another section of the 
school to have a shower. These are the sorts of things in modern times in the twenty-first century that we think we 
should be able to provide for young students. That is why I was very pleased that that was part of our policy. Now, 
I just have to work with the new government and see whether we can get some funding to upgrade this great 
school. 

Dr M.D. Nahan: Kent Street is a very good school. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH: Kent Street has a — 

Dr M.D. Nahan: Aviation, engineering. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH: It has aviation and engineering courses. 

Dr M.D. Nahan: It is very close to Curtin University and has an accelerated program at the university. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH: The member for Victoria Park had a policy once to—well, it was a thought bubble. It was 
not one of the former Premier’s thought bubbles, but it was a thought bubble and it was — 

Mr D.A. Templeman: Did you mean to say that? Can we make sure that is recorded in Hansard? 

Mr J.E. McGRATH: We have been talking about thought bubbles today. The Minister for Sport and Recreation 
said that hosting the Ashes Test at Perth Stadium was the Premier’s thought bubble, so it is topical. The member 
for Victoria Park said that we should combine the two schools and have a new secondary college on the 
Curtin campus and sell off Kent Street and Como. I raised it with the board at Como Secondary College and nearly 
got thrown out of the room. I said it was not my idea and I was just running it past them. There was no appetite to 
combine the two schools. 

In closing, I say congratulations again to all the members who have been elected and all the first-time members of 
Parliament. I am sure that they will enjoy the journey. My predecessor, Phil Pendal, when I walked into his office 
and told him I was giving up a career in sports writing and journalism to become an MP asked, “Why? Why are 
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you doing this?” But he also said to me, “I will give you two bits of advice. If you don’t have a thick skin now, 
you’ll have one by the time you leave politics.” The second bit of advice was, “This will be the most rewarding 
thing you will do in your life”, and I agree with him. All the new members have something to look forward to.  

[Applause.] 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr D.A. Templeman (Leader of the House). 
House adjourned at 4.57 pm 

__________ 
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